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Civil engineering professorship established

Dear Graduating Seniors,
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Mrs. Park and I would like to invite you
and your guests to a reception following
graduation. The reception will be held
Saturday, May 15, between 4:00 and 6:00
p.m. at the Chancellor's residence, 506
West 11th Street.
We look forward to celebrating your academic success with you.
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John T. Park
Chancellor
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News Services
SOURCE

Rolla, Mo. - The University of
Missouri-Rolla has received a
$500,000 endowment to establish a
professorship in civil engineering,
UMR Chancellor John T. Park announced Saturday, April 24, at a meeting of the UMR Academy of Civil
Engineers.
Vernon Jones, an alumnus of the
campus and the formerpresident of the
Williams Companies Inc. of Tulsa,
Okla., and his wife Maralee established the professorship in partnership
with The Williams Companies, a natural-gas and telecommunications conglomerate. The Joneses contributed
$250,000 to the professorship, and
The Williams Companies provided
matching funds in recognition of
Jones' many significant contributions
to the co~p.any as president and director.
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The Vernon and Maralee Jones
Endowed Professorship in Civil Engineering will support a distinguished
professor in one of the traditional civil
engineering disciplines of structural,
environmental, geotechnical, water
resources, transportation, construction or construction materials engineering, according to Dr. Joseph Minor, Chairman of civil engineering at
UMR.
Jones received a bachelor of science degree in civil engineering from
UMR (then the Missouri School of
Mines and Metallurgy) in 1953. The
campus honored Jones with a professional degree in 1974 and a honorary
doctorate in 1987. He also received an
Alumni Achievement Award from the
campus in 1972 and a Chancellor's
Medal in 1983. In addition, Jones
chaired the UMR Development Council from 1979 to 1982 and is a member
of the UMR Academy of Civil Engineers.
Jones, the former president and

see Civil, page 16

Dr. John White
speaks on raM

Andy Dooley
Staff Writer

Dr. John A. White, Dean of the
College of Engineering at Georgia
.Institute of Technology, spoke at
Rolla on Monday, as part of the "Leaders for the Twenty-first Century" lecture series. This series is designed to
enhance campus-wide discussions on
the future of engineering education.
Dr. White's speech gave the audience
much to discuss.
In a speech titled "TQM in Academe? You must be kidding ," Dr.
White addressed the problems he saw
in engineering education, and how

see TOM, page 14 .
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What's Up at UMR
Wednesday
2:30 pm SlUCO Lawyer/Walnut.

8:00 pm

Unive~ityThealer·UMR

presents " Plaza

Intramun.1 Track & Field

Suitc" Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall. Admission

Summer Employment: indian Springs Lodge is

include any or.1I of tuition room and board.

now taking applications forsummeremployment.

Applications are available in the Student rmancial

is free but tickets arc required. for more informa-

9:00 am - 3:00 pm Science Fair for High School

located approximately 30 minutes from Roll •.

Aid Office.

tion call 341-4219

Students. Place to be announced. Sponsor: Na-

Various positions available, such as canoe and raft

Deadline: May 1, 1993

tional Society of Black Engineers .

work, groWlds, housekeeping, store staff, etc ... A

5:00 pm Student Activity Fee Board/Walnut.

season commitment from mid-May through La-

THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOClATION

6:00 pm ELI Kappa Nu Meetingl204 McNutt.

8:00 pm Starfleet/Mark Twain

2:30 pm StuCo LawyerIWalnu t

bor Day is required and reliable transportation a

(TROA) FORT LEONARD WOOD CHAP-

must Possible camper-cabin style lodging may be

TER OFFERS SCHOLARSIUP PROGRAM

6:00pm Sp<lunJce(. Club 204 Menutt Randy at

9:30 pm Juggling Oub at Miner Rec.

4 :30 pm Geological Engineering Seminar John D.

available to a few. Call forappli cationat800-392-

FOR 1993 IN THE AMOUNT OF $500 ELIGI-

Rockaway, "Assessment of the Semester: Exit

1110.

BILITY:

Students," Room 204, McNutt Hall.

UMR ARC Last Thursday of the month 7:00pm

• Must be military officer or dependent of the

NW comer of the basement of the RoUa Bldg.

same

6:30 pm

Talkin - 145.45 MHZ 443.285 MHZ 1284.6

• Must be recommended by a F1..W TROA Chap-

MHZ

termember

341-7330

• Undergraduate or graduate students

Interviews of Graduating Seniors and Graduate

Friday

6:15 pm Blue Key Meeting/l 03 EE.

6:30 pm American Society ofCivii Engineerings

1:30 pm Muslim Student Assoc.

interFraternity Council Meetingfl16

McNutt

Mtg./114CE.
3:00 pm

6:30 pm lntc:rFI"I.tc:mity Council Rush Chainnan

• High school and UMR transcript required

Gaming Association Gaming Session/

139 ChemEng

6:30 pm Student Council Mtg.1204 McNutt

4:30 pm Muslim Students Association Lecture!

7:00 pm Chi Epsilon!ASCE Err Review Session!

204 McNutt

114CE

Mtg.i2Il MeN.

7:00pm College Republicans 204 H.S.S.

• Must be at least a half-time student

Financial Aid
WILLIAM M REISS FOUNDATION SCHOL-

See Cpt White, 310 Hanis Hall, for details and
application fonns .
Application Deadline: June 30. 1993

ARSHIPFUND
7:00 pm

Alpha Cbi Sigma MeetingIG-3

ChemEng.

7:00 pm Etl Kappa Nu Help Session/213 EE.

Spring 1992 EIT Review Sessions,

6:00 pm InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Meet-

7:00 pm

ing/Maramec

Thermodynamics, CE-114.

7:00 pm Show-Me Anime1212 McNutt

9:30 pm Juggling Cub at Miner Rec.

Recipients of this scholarship shall be limited to

THE JOHN P. EAGER EDUCA nON TRUST

&raduales of publicly supported high schools

FUND SCHOLARSHIP

located within the city limits

Belleville. 1111.

This scholarship is to honor John P. Eager, he was

nols. Students working toward a degree in medi-

a pioneer in the development of modem micro-

0(

cine, but not nursing, are excluded. Selections will
7:30 pm Soc. of Mining Eng./214 McNutt.

7:00 pm

Korean Student Association Meeting!

be made primarily upon academic promise and

125 Chern
7:30 pm

Next
Wednesday

Society of Metallurgical Engineers

Meetingf21l MeN.

Saturday

7:30 pm Tau BetASigma Meeting/139 ChemEng.

3:304:30 pm

see Aid, page 16

financial need. The amount of the a ward shall be
fixed by the commenee and may be sufficient to

Stress: Its Benefits &. Liabilities

Prograrn!209 Norwood

1:30 pm Sigma Tau Delta and the Living Poet's
8:00 pm Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting

Society present Bill McClellan. author and jour-

5:00 pm Student Activity Fee Board!Walnut

nalist for the St Louis Post-Dispatch, Room 204
9:00 pm Newman Mass

McNutt Hall. Formore infonnaiton contact Mike

6:00 pm Spelunkers Club Meeting!204 McNutt

Higgins at 341-4274.
6:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Meeting/103 EE

Thursday

6:00 pm Chinese Student Association Movie/114
CE

6:15 pm Blue Key Meeting/216 ME

6:30 pm Madrigal Feaste

6:30 pm

11 :30 am Civil Engineering GBduale Seminar,
Room 114 Civil Engineering .

American Association of Civil Engi-

neers Mtg./114 CE
12:30 pm Newman Scripture

Sunday

I :30 pm Adult Children of Aleoholics Mtg.flOl

7:00 pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtg./139 ChE

Norwood

5:00 pm Student Mass

7:00 pm Colle8e Republicans 204 H.S.S.

4:45 pm Toastmasters Mtg ./Mark Twain

6:30 pm Voices of Inspin.tion/TJSouth

7:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Help Session/213 EE

6:30 pm BSU WorslUp

7:00 pm A1ChE/G-3 Chern

Monday

6:30 pm Alphl Phi Omega Mtg ./Marl< Twain

Sul'>sciilpiion.-----·-"'b'o---",.__ ;,~,:;,~--··-- --------·--; Ki:lth Jenlcdt
7:30 pm Tau Beta Sigma Meeting/139 ChemFng

. ":ke~"~ltor '--:;- .. ~- .. __ ..__ ._. ~2~:;~~:L-;;...-.~

4:00 pm Genichi Taguchi, "Qua lity Engineering
6:30 pm Hang Gliding Oub Meeting

for Robust Technology Devel opment," Centen-

8:00 pm Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting

nial Hall, University-Center-East.
6:30 pm COi Epsilon Meeting

'~ltcuI8lion -~., - ,;... -;.~-- .• -.. --~... -:~-j~..:~·~:;:.-~.~~·~ -~;~ .:;. . ~- . .~Bob Bolm~ (364-'1"43.3) .
. .~--:Fm~·Cine ~1aska (364-0296)'

AssL News Editor ··-~-·-··-·-~-------;·-·--·..,-· ..-··-·Mlke Matthews (34 1- 29 IS)

Feaulres Edlt~r-. ~--.-.--- - .- .~-. ~------ .. - •. - . .vody ~kslch (364 ·8989 or 2553)
9:00 pm Newman Mass

6:00 pm Christi an Campus Fell owship Meetingl

Asst. Peatures Editor -.-•• -" - -~--." : •• -.~.--•. ----.--~-Elizabcth "K.!aduson (34,1- 90 54)

Sports Edl.tor pock Tock)··--·····-··- ... ----···-·· - : Chrtstopher Goo 1364-6989)

6:30 pm SHPE Meeting/I 14 CE

Missouri

7:00 pm Down To Earth Meeting/210 McNutt

7:00 pm Alcoholic Anonymous Mtg ./Walnut

AssL Sports EdJ("or ----·· -·---····--·-·--·---·-·-·---.... ----~·-,Joe Hornburg (34 1-5271)

7:00 pm Chi EpsiionJASCEEIT ReviewSessionl

Noday
Need to do something to relieve some stress? Want

7:00 pm COWlcil of Grad Students Meelingl206

to learn how to shoo t a gun safely? Come join the

McNutt

UMR Trap and Skeet Club in T-2 (the white building behind the libruy) at 3 :30 every Friday and

8:00 pm

8:00 pm

St Pat's Committee

SUB Presents: April Fools Comedy

SerieslCafeteria

___. . . _•. _ _._ .. _. __ . ___ .. __ _.__ ._ .. --•• - .. -. BreLlGoodmpn

7:00 pm Eta KappaNu HeJpSession/l12. 213 EE

11 4CE

7:30 pm Lutheran Bible O ass

PhotoEdltor · -· -··~----.

Copy Mimoger ------. --.. --------------- ------.---- ----__ -Jim Ikk. ... (361- 1ZOn
Starr Wrlten,;, Elliol C IDvln. Bill Broyles. Roger Amann. K.C. Snyder. Heather
Sphar. James Sames. Mark Crawford. Lee HilI. Andy Dooley
~ Wenhul Song. Mulan Chell. KJII~hook Ghosh. CrumeJlZllGuUerre%
Grdnblc

Artlqlc;'

Mlng. John Stork. David Thltc:rshall. Mike Wel,l wld. Omor

Me.twJIII

Advtrtlslng Represenwuvts' Jeremy BUchMan. Keith Jen lcek
Pho{Q grqpbrrs 'J ason Honsen. MJk:e'Venegonl. Bred Snuliler

see what we're all about. You don' t have to have

Tuesday
SlvIE Brat Sales/McNutt

your

0....."

gun. Call Jeffrey W. Spencer at 341-

8420 or Jim David at 364-5684 for more infonnation . Everyone welcomel

103A ·Norwood

Hall

UnIvers ity ofM lssourt-RoIla
MO 0540 1-0249
341 - 01235
341 -4312

Oh J/U.

we do rttJIt:le!
Please do t.he same!

I

l:

8,1993

-

OCLInoN

00 CHAp.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

__

I_I_I.I.I_I_II_

Conservative's Corner

=
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:

~ . Doe s the plan et really nee d to be ~aved? ~

~

.

.

...
' .
......
. .. ' ,
_ , Environmentalism seems to.be. the hip,thing IOday.
you can't tum on the TV or radio withoiit being inundated
by.
"public se""i~e': Tess~lle~ abou~~aving~eplaneL ~ecyciing haSi>e;~e~
yet}ta~l~rl'}i~io~i W.ilh¥cDonald'~ ~~ W~i- :
~ Mart trying to cash in by toutiligthciriecycl~ bags.
So what's wrong with~n thls/ you say? Isn't saving the planet a •

PROGRAM
• OOELIGI.

.

..

"

=

=wo~ ~i~~~m is thaith,e pl~~~i d?:s~~~;eJii~need~~Vinl~.~~iIl!~; ffl!,;}~?n;~~:ie~is!'e~~lar~ grobi~~s.;u·t ~

IIdentoftbt

~

,. the \'envu:011ffiental'' rn9vemenJ ,IS n()t reli}ly trymgto solve ·tlfe~eo.proWe,m

5; Itl.S ,J:ry1J)g to use the environment as

1~~~i~i.iJ!'iIfl!~fi:~1
III'lilllitltiii~1

' dcuiIsl!Id

a TroJan.

~Ifiiothlnge1Se ; the nUserabJef&""ilStiiig record oftheeco"
nutswoul duiterly discri:dit:i hem.Bac kin 70.'5 they were.

ON TRUST

"er,hewas

demmiero-

age 16

nt!

___ I I I I I _• • I _ . I _ I• • _ • • •

"We're gettin' old, Jake."

.1'.'~I\'l.i~;l
DII.. . . . ..lII..JI............. ........... ........... ...........

THE FAR SIDE

Bound and Gagged
By GARY LARSON

........... . lI. • .lI.II . . . . . .I ........... .lI..:JI..:I
... .JI. .............. . lI.lIC

by Dana Summers

,.'

%
=

=

O~1RIS;

6tr" \\

"Aaaaaaa! There goes another batch of eggs, Frank!
... No wonder this nest was such a deal."

..
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Take this to the next party you go to. If you get it right
you're ready for a breathalyzer. If you get it wrong, you
probably won't find the parking lot anyway.

Pick
1

your
2

t

c ar
3

Ii

p,

Ie
m

U

h(

[0

se

-

Z:Ia'ABUV

ga
ga
bo

_

L________ . ___._._. ___ •___. __ . ___ ._._. ___ ._. ____ ._. ___._._-_._---.-----------_._-_._._.-.-cut-.-on--dotted--lJne--._._-_.----_.-. __ ._._._._._-_._._._._-----_.---_._.-.-._-_._---_._-_._-_._-_._._-------_._._._-_._-_._._-----_._--.!

sir
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Looks like a
. Vivarin night.

laX

hal
len
los:

an)

"G]

yar
qua
goa
yiel

The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake ... make it
a Vivarin night!

Ihe
14wiu

Bi

an 81
ream!
twenl
seton
ready

seaso]
s~_

Chica

1

ateslu
Johns,
Iwoof

e___

I

~ ""

-.......
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UMR water polo takes second in tourney
Water Polo
Source
After six months of general inactivity ,the members of the UMR Water
Polo Club mustered enough energy to
to capture second place in a tournament April 17th at Northern Illinois
University .
Already exhausted by the sevenhour journey to Dekalb. the Miners
rose early Saturday only to find that a
scheduling quirk had put off their first
game until after noon. Once play be:
gan, sloppy water polo was the rule , as
both Rolla and SIU -Carbond ale
struggled to remember how to play
defense. Freshman and fraternity
lackey Kurt "The Bruiser" Steinmann
came out firing and led the Miners to a
5-4 lead after six minutes of play.
UMR clamped down defensively and
continued to play steady offense to
take a 9-6 lead into the locker room at
halftime. The Salukis, who last September handed the Miners their first
loss this season. faile_d to put together
any sort of a run , and \)MR goaiie Alex
"Grecian Formula" Kombokis 's 25yard bomb at the end Of the third
quarter preserved the Miners' threegonl advantage . Balanced offense
yielded balanced scoring throughout
the fmal period, and Rolla cruised to a
14-10 victory. Steinmarm led UMR
with five goals, including several key

shots early in the match. Super-senior
Doug "Pops-Ra cer" Cordier contributed three tallies from long range . and
captain Paul "Lob" Baudendistel
tacked on a hat trick as well. Chris
"Misdem eanor" Barnell and Ed
"Spridle" Midden powered in single
goals to finish off the Miners ' scoring.
After a scant hour-long rest, the
Miners were set on making victims of
Illinois Benedictine College, who had
humiliated the tourney hosts (Northern Illinois University) 16-6 the year
before. Once again Rolla came out
strong, this year behind the long-distance shooting of Baudendistel, and
grabbed a 5-2 lead after one period.
UMR never relinquished control of the
game and cruised to an 11-6 triumph.
Baudendistel officially fmished with
four goals, and Cordier added another
three, as UMR made IBC pay for failing to match up on the outside. Barnell
skipped in yet another tally, and Midden displayed his versatility ~d deft
ball skills by scoring his second goal of
the tournament with his left hand. Rob
"Intellivision'~ Hagan put his hand-eyecoordination to good use and overcame his gun-shy nature to pOp in a
goal of his own. Hours of shooting
practice paid off for Keith "Cradlerobber" Thompson as he whipped in
the Miners' fmaltally .
.A bewildering bracket configuration had UMR playing in the finals of

the seven-team tournament after only
two games. Rolla was slated to playa
balanced University of Wisconsin
team who had beaten the University of
Illinois and Northwes tern U. in two
previous games. As before, the Miners
started quickly, but the Badgers

couldn' t withstand the onslaught of
close-in shots from the University of
Wisconsin , as the depth and balance of
the Badgers fmally wore down UMR.
Several missed scoring chances
doomed the exhausted Miners to end
regulation tied 8-8 and play the neces~~- . ,

I(~
I

{

Wisconsin, was allowed to continue
playing even, and the frustated Miners
could not come up with another serious scoring threat. The Badgers scored
an academic penalty shot with 22 seconds left to ice the game. The 10-8 loss
dropped the UMR Water Polo Club to
a respectable 9-2 on the year.
Baudendistel cranked in five goals.
while Cordier and Steinmann added
single tallies. Rookie polo player
Travis "Ultraviolet" McGee skillfully
banked in an outside shot off an unsuspecting Badger defender to score the
Miners ' other goal.

! ;~~;
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_ __ ~
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Although depressed by his subpar performance and a general lack of
bad television programrrfing. 'Sfeinmarm was quick to point out the improvements the Miners have made.
quipping, "Our passing wasn'tqui teso
pathetic this time." Baudendistel said
*I,-:_ ~-"'
. J-.j.1:- -. ~_ . . . ' _... . . __ --::-~
that he was just satisfied "because we
played well e,nough to win." After a
".!. T"' .
' r . :;T31.. t)_t3_~____ ____ _..J season of ba~icinept
itude, the quality
seemed to have an answer to each goal sary two overtime periods.
of water polo at UMR should continue
and trailed only 5-3 at half. Another
Some mysterious calls by the improving, as the Miners will lose no
well-played period left Rolla ahead by sometimes attentive referees allowed one to graduation. The UMR
Water
three heading into the fmal period. the Badgers to score the only goal in Polo Club would like to thank anyone
From then on, poor refereeing held the the first overtime. Then, with under who has expressed interest by reading
Miners' offense in check and kept two minutes to play in the contest, this article and extends an invitation
to
them on the defensive for the remain- UMR was not awarded an obvious everyone to attend next fall's touI\lader of the game. Goalie Kombokis man-advantage situation. Instead, ment in Rolla.

~- .- ( , (,
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Bill Broyles gives his 1992-1993 pro basketJ;>all postsea~9n prev
iew
....~....

Bill Broyles
Staff Writer

The NBA playoffs are here. After
an 80 game regular season, eleven
teams have been eliminated out of the
twenty-seven team league. So now the
second season begins. So to get you
ready for the most exciting part of the
season, here is the team by team analysis.
Chicago BullsThe two time defending champs
are still the team to beat. With Michael
Johnson and Scottie Pippen, they have
two of the best players in the league. It

'- ------ .. ..

__ .. . _.. . ........... ..

will be interesting to see jf the Olym-. Wilkens gives them a defensive
~top
pics wip hij,ve effect on them. If. they per. If they get on a roll,. iheY'
pave
tire out Gr~.t!l"d B J A.rm~.tr0ng will enough to win it all.
'. . .... '.
have to pic~ ~p the slack. ."
.
Phoenix Suns..
New York KnicksThe Suns hope that theadditi:~n
They gave the aulls trouble last .Charles Barkley and Darmy Ainge
'is
year. If they have home court advan- :enough to get them to
the promised
tage they could l>e headed for the fi- land. Newcomer Richard Dumas
has
nals. They play tenacious defense and been the surprise of the league
. They
have a go to force iI:l Patrick Ewing. have a deep bench but give up
a lot of
Coach Pat Riley will 'Have the Knicks points .
battle ready.

9f

Cleveland CavaliersWith Mark Price, Brad Daugherty. Hot Rod Williams, and Larry
Nance, the Cavs have plenty of offensive power. The addition of Gerald

... .

.. .

....... .. .. _ ...

_

v

... "" _

_

.. .... .. •

Houston RocketsHakeemO lujuwanha sbeenpIay ing phenomen ally. Coach Rudy
Tomjanovich has turned the Rocket~
around. They have been the hottest
team in the league since the All-Star

......... -

... . . . . -

..

- - ~

..

-_..

" - '

. . i6JulLuca s has turned the S~urs

.

~~~~~:r::c~eC\T~~k~:ti~~

Seattfti SiiPersonics-

irikttB~~ with David Robinson, Sean

has~enstrugglinglately.The addi~

d~t~ri~;, ~~Dl!ieEllis, they could be

Sh~~l' Kemp is a rising star but

Elliot.; Terry Cummings , Willie An-

tion of SamPe~kins g'ives therri a tough'
frontiine.
.
.....'
.'

Porti~d TrailblaZersJ1;", reigning W esterri' Confer·
ence t~~ps ha~e . been tr~ubJed by
injuries,. If they are going to':r~nrin 'tO '
the championshjpgam~. they l).~et~
get heal!hy and step their game. up·,,~
notch or two. However ,they still iiav~ '
all th; iools to win the titl~.
.
San Antonio Spurs-

.,.,.•..•..•.•....•.•...

d<irt~.;~Pfs . .'

· · . u;~j~~:

..With John Stockton and Karl

Mlii~~~ lhey could pose problems for
ai\y'9W.~th~y face. If they get hot they

~9u!.~~o f~.

~;';Jtyl>ixly.else is a pretender. None of
tiie~ili~~ Teams have the fire power to
get t6 .the Finals. However Charlotte
and New Jersey might be able to pull
off first round upsets.

.. .. ........... __ -.. .. . --.. - ....-- ... - - ... .. - .. --- _... .,..-- .. '" .. . . .------_... ... ,.,..... -
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1992-93 Intramural Champions
-'-

Division II Basketball Champs. CCF

Women's Volleyball Champs- Zeta Tau Alpha

Division II Volleyball Champs- TJ Hall (south)

.;.

l'

,

.

,

k :Th~Blues co'~;hes that ha~e be~~

Division I Volleyball Champs- QHA residence halls

'. ,

'. ,

Division 1 Basketball Champs- Delta Sigma Phi
"

,

j

1 .• 1) 1

> 1.

11

".. "i

.~~

beaten "by 'll team ~ith an ancient
Travis Dunnington
fired are also showing their true col- goalie, a no-name defense, and a
StalfWriter
ors. Fonner ·Blues coach, Jaques physically- (veale front-line. Usually,
-' Demers, .after leading the Montreal you don't like to put all of the blame
Canadiens to a remarkable regular for a team's failures on the coach, but
season, has seen his team fall fl at on in this case, playoff disappointment
their face agamst the upstart Quebec has become a part of Sutter's life. Poor
Nordiques. Demers does l,lis 'best job playoff coaching may even have
,In'the last couple' of.y~ars Blues ",henc,oaching.underdogs" after all,he rubbed onto his ,br~,ther Darryl, the
fans ha-:e become accustpmed toplay- was the coach when the Blues staged coach of the Chicago Blackhawks.
, off,disappoinlll),ent..TheBlues alWays their unforgettable "Monday Night D~rryl '+~ds his team getting out
make',the ,playoffs, sometimes even"as Miracle.'," When coaching a provenworkedi~d o~t manned by the undera first ,place team, but when ' pusJ1 team"bemers motivational t,actics do ' dog St. 'Louis Blues. One can only
,-' ,
"
t
cOl:nes to shave the Blues 'are lJsualIy :- 'littl~. good,
.,
- imagine the level oOneptitu'de on the
right out·of the rlfst round . We, as
, For all of you Brian Sutter fans 'ice if Brian Sutter \vas still coachi)1g
,
'
,,Blues fans, go through,each post sea- th,at cried for days when theBlues fired the Blues in their playoff series against
son trying to figure out what is wrong him, I suggest you look to Boston for his brother's Blackhawks.
with the team and how it can be the makings of another one of Sutter's
Well, regardless of whi\t happens
changed to contend for a Stanley Cup. monumentous choke-jobs, even by his from here 'out, the Blues season can be
Usually, the Blues management 's tandards. Sutter has somehow par- cO!lsidered a success. The B lues h~ve
uses the coach as a scapegoat. After layed the great regular season had by
last year's early playoff ex it, the Blues h,is Bni~ .into the very real possibility
decided to fife ,Brian Sutter and hire of a first ~ound defeat at the hands of ' ris'~n from the dead and knocked off
Bob Plag~r. Plager certainly didn't the Buffilo Sabres. The Bruins were ChItago (wice at Chicago stadium.
work out but his replacement, Bob one of the top teams in the league Ev'e n 'if the Blues don't make it any
Berry, has guided the Blues to on'e of throughout the season but Sutter has further this year, they have many prosthe best records in the league .in the found a way to sap the team of all its perous years to look forw ard to thanks
to their nucleus of good young players.
second half. For once, it seems as momentum for the playoff drive .
though the Blues hllve made the right
After playing some of their best The only thing that Blues fans need
coaching decision. Berry is doing a hockey ofthe year, the Bruins have run worty about is the abundance of Sutmasterful job as the Blues seemed into that juggernaut of hockey skill, ters.)f one should happen to become
poised to upset the Chicago B lack- the Buffalo Sabres. Sutter has to be the head coach of the Blues, all bets are
hawks in the first round. '
\ questioned when Boston is b,er.~ , off.
,
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Features
Freeman Robinson won
design competition

\1

News Services
SOURCE

On Wednesday, April 21, 1993,
in Norwood Hall, Ihe UMR-NSBE
Chapter held its second technical design competition for Ihe year. It was
an interesting event, which allowed
students to use some oflheir engineering design skills to make horizontally
moving vehicles.
These vehicle are singularly
powered by a mouse trap. Seven contestants participated in Ihe competition wilh Dr. Collier oflhe Chemistry
Department and Dr. Iyoho of the Petroleum Engineering Department as
judges for the competition. The majors of the participants ranged from

uth)

It's time for the spring

Civil Engineering to Electrical Engineering to Ceramic and Mechanical
Engineering. The Civil and Ceramic
Engineering students put in valiant
efforts and placed, but unfortunately
could not overcome Ihe wit of the EE's
and ME's.
The winner of the competition,
Freeman Robinson, was not however
the ME, but an Electrical Engineering
major. Second and third were filled by
Raymond Perry-ME and Willetta Fitzpatrick-CErespectively. The winners
vehicle used a mechanical advantage
idea to achieve a maximum number of
turns of the drive wheel in relation to
the rotation of the mouse trap, as it
slowly collapsed on the "cheese". The
UMR-NSBE's Technical Development Committee was responsible for
planning and organizing this enjoyable contest between its chapter mem-

Jason Hansen

Freeman with his vehicle.
bers and hopes to have many more in
the future. Remember a contest is not
a contest without people participating
in Ihe event.

concerts~~-,

Orion String UMR Symphonic Band UM R Choir . • . • .• ~(:)!!a q~Iec)l ;has
and Orchestra
Quartet
•

an ancient
\Se, and a
e. U!IIally,
filleblame
. coach, bUI
j'P"inlmenl
Slife. Poor
even have

Darryl. ilIe
lackhawks.
~euing out

, ilIe under·

e can only
eon ilIe

coaching
riesagainsl
lalhappens
asoncanbe
Blueshivc

nocked off
o SlAdium.
lake il any
rnanypcos,
rdlO thiJIkS

IIIgplayers.
fanS need

~ce of SUi'

10 beCOme

all belS i!C

The University of MissouriRolla Symphonic B and will erform in
concert at 3 p.m. Sunday, May 2, in
Leach Theater of UMR's Castleman

band include "A Festival Prelude," by

l~iNi@iQ.

Rolla, Mo. - The University of Fy!yg~'J~~\(la~
Missouri-Rolla University Choir and
Orchestra will perform a spring concert at 2 p.m. Sunday, May 9
(Mother's Day), in Leach Theater of ."
UMR's Castleman Hall, 10th and
Main Streets.
The Concert, Felix Mendelssohn's "Elijah," is free and open to
the public. "Elijah" was composed in
1846 and is based on the biblical ac-

' ;~I~~li~ii0;~'~~~'~~'~'~~;;:
Ilf1ii !'!¥ W'~t:C'. .~iil~O~.~~()~

L:::"'-2:"'-_...L_~~~_ _ _-'

B-·C·-

count of the prophet as told in 1 kings, "....~. S·,........,.·',-,·.·.I-..
o-n-s-c-Io-O-U-S---'
says director Joel Kramme, UMR asU
,"..
:>.
sistantprofessorofmusicanddirector ARE; YOU READY FOR ONE LAST
of the University Choir and Orchestra. ' LAU(JH!
Soloist include alto Heather Shearer, a
':~~~::'
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Is the UMR Bookstore <College Republidoing a good jOb?insN~~e~:~~~~~y~
S.W.A.R.M.
SOURCE

As part of a class project (and
community service), Students Working TowArds ImpRoving uMr,
SWAR~ , has been working with various groups such as StuCo, Bookstore
management. UMR administration,
faculty and a growing number of concerned students. SWARM's desired
goal is 10 detennine whether, or not,
the UMR Bookstore is laking advanlage of Iheir contracled agreements
here al UMR.
• If they are, then SWARM will
recommend 10 students and to bookstore management, corrective action
needed 10 solve this problem.

• If they are not, then SWARM
will educate the student body and offer
.
1"
.
suggeslIons to e Immate any negalIve
or misleading feeling toward their
presence.
SWARM justifies the validity of
its research because the UMR Bookslore carries the university's name and
is the sole supplier of tex I books for
studenls on this campus, SWARM
believes the books lore should be doing
business with the UMR students' beSI
inlerests in mind. If lhis nol the case,
the students should be infonned and
undersland their oplions, if any exisl,
other than doing business wilh the
books lore.
To provide readers with some
background into our areas of research,
SWARM first listed ilems of concern,
from both perspectives, which would
accomplish our objectives.
• the pricing of new books

• perfonnance vs. other bookstores
• comparisons
.
th
h I
to 0 er sc 00 s
• level(s) of services provided
• possibility of local competition
• book rental programs
• non-course essentials items
such as souvenirs, SolUlion manuals,
novelties, paper, elc.
• public surveys
• books lore structure; references
10 corporale structure and daily operations
• studenls need.
Allhough we've been able to
make a significant impact within the
campus community, we still have one
more objective to fmish. On Tuesday,
May 4, SWARM will presenl our fmdings.

SERVICES
SOURCE

the last election it was decided
.printa 1?imtper sticker, "Don't
Blame Mel Voted for Bush," As

sooiJ.~s the~e ~ump~~lickers c~e

Brent Stewart at 364-1197 ·to purchaSe a bumper sticker.
The College Republicans are
also proud to arulOunce th.e ir new
officers for the next academic year.
Leading the Ijst for Chairman is
Iaimi Kimbel , who is freshly back
from interning with Congressman
Bill Emerson in Washingoon, D.C.•
The other officers
'.
'.
.are: Tim Hymer, 1Sl Vj,Ct; Chaii-

b~cl<fromilieprinte~they began

.!DaiI; Carie Sachs, 2rid' Vj~e Chair-

~~!~fl.ati~~ial priceof$1 :9,0 per
~~0~t~ti~~~r: ' Th?;~ ~po do ~ot

Brian £.dgar, pUI11i~Retations. ·
Other executivebolird members .are
.ChrisK.omoand
F~er.
.

Whit the election of Bill Clin-

ion, interesls in the College RepubUcans has grown.

Upon a high

·'~en{and'.l9 express their opinion of

io

· t~kint~l~~;:~~~~~~!;::

j)-.an; Chri$Perinigro\hj7'r~~.surer; .

Dan

eeken d Update

To help further with our re-~

search, we ask that you fill out the
survey below and mail it to: SWARM,
303
McAnernery
Hall,
or
s096741@umrvma

swarm campus survey
Major: _______________________

Y~at~R:

_______________

(please answer YES
NO or INDIFFERENT)
Do you sell your books back to the bookstore? _____________________________________
Would you buy your books from an alternate store? ___________________________________
Would you prefer to rent text books? ---,----,,--_______________________________________
Do you think the textbooks are fairly priced
Comments: ___________________________________

The Unknown Soldier: only one of the many
He was jusl a red blur through the plastic curtain. The shallow buzz of machinesreverberaled in the small room with
the steady electronic heartbeal the loudest.
It was hard to believe that someone could survive whal he had. He was one of three in the accident; the unlucky
survivor. I walked up 10 the oxygen tent and looked at him. He lay nude except for a small piece of wet cloth across his
waisl and the heart monitor tabs on his chest. His face was a big scab, actually his whole body was a scab. Witnesses said
he jumped out of the jeep on fife and screaming. No one knew whohe was, none of the bodies were identifiable and they
had to wail for him 10 wake up. All three families were hoping he was theirs and thaI the other families would have to
make funeral arrangements.
As far as I could lell, from infonnation from witnesses and fife investigator,lhis is what happened. They had lefl
from the armory to go to Ft. Leonard Wood to feed the guys that were in the bridge platoons . On the way, they had slopped
to check Ihe brake on the trailer and then continued their trip. On way down a hill, smoke started to billow out of the jeep.
Apparently, their emergency brake was nol fully disengaged and started a fire in the transmission case. Unfortunalely,
these jeeps were designed with the gas lank under the drivers seat with the fuel line rurming through the transmission case
up to the engine compartment. The jeep pulled over on the shoulder and the three were seen struggling to get the web doors
.
open when the jeep exploded. Two of the men were dismembered completely and the third ran out, covered in flaming
gas. His dog lags had melted inlo his chest and the other IWO could not be made out. An old farmer stopped his truck
just short of running him over and pUI him out with a fife extinguisher.
The nurse carne in and said she had to scrub him down. Even though he was unconscious, he opened his toothless
mouth in a gasp of pain. I lefl, sorry to see someone like this.
A few days later, I received a call from the hospital that he had awakened. When I had enlered the room, I saw the
three familie s standing around the bed. One was a wife and a young daughter, another parenls and the thjrd, a brother and
me standing behind all of them. He was staring up with his one good eye. Everyone was looking down al him when the
little girl started crying. Everyone then broke down in lears looking al him. He opened his mouth and tried 10 say something
that sounded like "the pain, the pain", but il sounded more like " ta ane, ta ane" . The wife looked down at him and asked
ifhe knew she was and the others did the same asking if the recognized them of knew who he was. His eye jumped rapidly
~ t we en the people standing aroll[ld him and he kepI saying "I am .. . I am ... ", then he looked at me or more through me.
Then . w,hat could only be called a smile, came upon his face and he said, "bye" in plain English.

--

- - - - - __ '\._1 _______\ ____ "' ____________ _ ___

~

__

_ ..... -

." -

-

I'

,.

!

i

The Urge, Thursday, April 29, at the New Beat. Don't miss it.
The Urge from St. Louis has been
learing up the Midwesl with their live
act for several years. They bring their
mix of ska, funk and reggae to The
New Beat on Thursday, April 29 .
The Urge is the recent recipient

Choice Music Award for best local
funk artist. They have just released
their third CD entitled "Fal Babies in
the Mix", which was recorded live at
Mississippi Nighls. For more info call
341-JAMS(5627).

of the Riverfront Times 1992 People's

Cp,ngrat~ Ie? committee officers
"['

~
;/.
.".
·.,,'

,""

St: Pats.·.· Comirilttee
SOI.iRCE

Thursday afternoon, the SI. Pats
committee and theIFCfaced-offal the
!\I1I1ual Grcen-Gniy Softball Classic.
Despite the COmmittee's history of
wirming, the winds of fate were not
blowing in their favor. The IFC came
out swinging In the fim inning and
never'looked back. The guys in Green
put on rally of, their own, pulling

!FC. Orf the field, the St Pats Committeehas upheld i.ts yearly support of
the SI. James Boys Town. This year
we donaled 130 sweatshirts 10 the
Boys Town and commend them for
the.i r worthy cause.
Congratulations 10 the new St.
Pats Committee Officers as they lead
the Best Ever 1994. The new officers
are: Presidenl Darren Peeler - Sigma
Nu, Treasurer Steve Skikas - Sigma
Nu, Vice-President Doug Davison Kappa Alpha. Secretary Rich RolandT.J., and Sales Manager Paul KinlonT.J. As the en~,of the semester draws

witf;in jus!.. fw,~s. ~~I Ife ~~" to,. fAo~; ~~~j~~r oo;y ~23 o..aze til
- struck back -Ind ended lip oMop., 111.0 . ~:tJte. Bosl-E"er~' 11·' - • • :: - . -
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Student Union Board movie review

THE BEST REVIEWED FILM OF THE \EAR!

p

"THIS IS AN AMAZING PIECE OF ENTERTAINMENT!

elin·

lWO THUMBS UP!"
"AIADDlNDESERVES TO DUPLICATE BEAUTYAND THE BEAST'S
BEST PICfURE NOMINATION.
{

****"
- \1IK.E Ll.\ki. (<.\ T·;::,.

"THE BEST FILM OF THE YEAR

It wou ld have taken a miracle to surpass the achievement
of BEAUIT AND

THE BEAST.

The miracle's name is ALADDIN."

"ROBIN WILLIAMSIS AHIP
COMIC WONDER

A Special Non-Technical
Astronomy Talk for Everyone!

- He just might wish himself up
a cartoon Oscar"
- PETER TR.Wf:I&, !tQur·l!"';!<

"EXHILARATING!
ride ~

The Harlow Shapely Lecture

e

ALADDINis a ravishing thrill

- RJCH.' RDC OR1. &S. T~.. ,\!..-ll':'<

"YOU COULDN'T WISH FOltA
MORE WONDERFUL MOVIE.

MODERN THEORIES OF THE UNIVERSE
given by

It's a magic carpet ride that just doesn't stop."
-)O El SJ EGEl. Good:'-Ior-..:::, \:-<..-::1

Prof. Ira Wasserman
Cornell University
Thursday, 29 Apr il 1993
4:00 p.m.
104 Physics Building
Refreshments at 3:40 p.m.

-

nissit.
.est local

released
3abies in
!d live at
:infocall

Thursday, April 29

URGE

THE

ers
tscorn·
r portof
bis year
. to !he

hern for

Friday. May 7

'S·U·N·O·O·G·S·

Altern.advc Rock

Saturday, May 8

Another week, another movie by
us cool SUB type people. Yes we have
that new Disney movie called Aladdin, another magical musical tale that
they crank out oh so often nowadays.
But, this tale has the comedy talents of
Robin Williams and Gilbert Godfrey
as the genie and a bird (respectively).
How good is this film? well itgot
two thumbs up, four stars, Oscarnominations, four male organ images, and a
Hustler straight up. Would I lie? And
if the reviews
aren '(
good
enough, the music in Aladdin will
blow you away . Let's face it, even
without seeing the movie haven' t

some of us found that we can' t get
that "A whole new world" song out of
our head? Look at what it did to that
poor Dave Koresh.
Be sure (0 look for these scenes:
That flying carpet scene, the big song
at the end, Aladdin kissing lasimund,
the big fight, the genie first meeting
Aladdin, and the bad guy with his
parrot somewhere. This is a really
cool movie I guess, I mean it is supposed to be good, a sort of a charming,
not a kid thing, not an adult thing, not
a bad thing kinda happy smiling enjoy
life sort of a movie. You with me so

far? Good! Due to unavailabiliry of
Aladdin pOsters there will \>e no poster
giveaway at this movie, hey it ' s not my
fault, blame Michael Eisner for nOI
letting anyone get more Ihan one copy
per theater!
Well, if you don 'l bring your
student 10 for lhi s movie. GO
HOME! Wilhout a studenl ID or l
SUB pass you will be forced 10 walch
your next movie at home. Now Ihal
.I have hurt your feelings I will add Ihal
the move will be shown Friday and
Saturday at both 7 and 9 p.m. Haw a
nice day.
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Quotes from the GOOZ
Konus
Matt Schaefer

HADES
Brian "Bjesus" Christ
POSEIDON
Ken Martinez
BRIAREUS
Mike "Metal Man"
Dove
DIONYSUS
Sean McNeill

"What the hell am I gonna do with a hundred hands? Oh, yeah! I remember......... "

"I've seen ELVIS chug 20 beers and still not blow, He is the King."

If angered, Poseidon has been known to help in the duck taping of any
no-show godz in '93.

"You can't see in the dark ..... But you can feel fat."

"HEY HEPATITIS! The SQOOSHY pig told me Jim Beard is in town,
so you better cover your backdoor!"

DA D
Chris Scheiblhofer

''Ten days to go with no sleep in sight. It'll REALLY be the Best Ever!"

HEPAESTUS
John Darn

"I may be Hepatitus, but isn't" it ironic that Dionysus is the only
infected god capable of spreading diseases."

HERMES
Glen Graham

"I've got your message right here!"

ZEUS
Mike Fridley

"When the Godz made man, they made him out of string, they had a
little left, so they gave him a little thing. When the Godz made woman
they made her out of lace, they didn't have enough, so they left a little
space." Th anks to the Godz!!

GYES
Marty Voss

"You've been a bad little girl. Daddy's gonna give you a spanking
you'll never forget!"

APOLLO
Matt Leap

"When the sun goes down, and Apollo's work is done, it's ti me for the
godz to play; and I'm taking a week vacation."

ATHENA .

"Trapped in a van with free beer and 10 Godz... where else but
Rolla?!"
.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

11\7917.\131 S
' V;<:Jl
3-;)1('1

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

lada
man
little

In the days before feathers

Occasionally - and especially thrilling for the
visitors from the Midwest - a sub would come close
enough to j;!ave,lts nos,e s.cr atched
'L'
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Dave

Wedn~sday,

April 28, 1993

by David Miller

wants to do his taxes
but he finds it too difficult to
hold a pencil.
Without your help, he may not
be able to do them.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. IRS-90-1658"':'2 COL. x 5.25'
Volunteer Agency: McCann-Erickson

For Ihis man it's arthritis. For
someone else it might be poor eyesight
or maybe they just can't cope. The fact
is, last year 4 million Ame ricans got the
help they needed from IRSVolunteer
Assistance Programs.
If you have the desire to help and a
basic aptitude for math, you could
become a part of the IRSVolunteer
Assistance Programs. So volunteer and
call 1800 424·1040. Beginning October I,
1990, please call 1800 829·1040.
Volunteer and make someone's
taxes less taxing.
A PublIC ServIce 01
ThIS Publication &

f:t!'I

Internal ~<ii\l
~~ R=~ ~&IJI

Ihe newly .elect

HONE.Sn..'{, OARlA .. \ THINK
WE. SPEND MORE TIME DI';C.U';SINq
OUR RE\..ATI ONSH \P ...

OFFICERS
JENNIFER ZUNG - PRESIDENT
JIM MUNSE1 - VICE-PRESIDENT OF PROGRAMMING
ANTHONY ANTONACCI - VICE-PRESIDENT OF PUBUCITY
JENI SKELTON - TREASURER
SUSAN GOODMAN - SECRETARY
--nolAN AG-TUAI.-I.'( HAVIN6 IT.I

DffiECTORS

-

TINA FAUGHN - CONCERTS COMMmEE
RON RHOADES - FILMS & VIDEO COMMmEE
SARA TENNEY - FINE ARTS COMMmEE
JENNY KEENCE - LEISURE & RECREATION COMMmEE
JEFF WRICHT - SPECIAL EVENTS COMMmEE
MIKE MAnHEWS - VARIETY ENTERTAINMENT COMMmEE
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IT'S A LI1TlE EARlY IN
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PLAToNIC FORMS
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CENNRY
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IREAL!

(WHAT 10v'~E LV<K( TO
GET)

AMERJCArv' MALE CLuB'S ~

RECOGNIZED BKEEDS of ME.N

-

lAMA
MAN.'
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Old diseases,
Prodigy
SOURCE

A resurgence of infectious diseases blamed on newly emerging viruses and bacteria poses a major challenge for the nation's health care system, federal officials say.
The Centers for Diseases Control
and Prevention, reporting on an investigation of contaminated hamburger
meat that sickened hundreds and killed
at least 4, cited the emergence since
the 1970s of a "myriad" of newly
identified pathogens and syndromes-Escherichia coli 0157:H7;
hepatitis C; HN, which cause AIDS;
Legionnaires' disease; Lyme disease;
and toxic shock syndrome.
The CDC says it will put renewed
emphasis on battling infectious diseases. Part of that emphasis includes a
new series titled "Emerging Infectious
Diseases," to be featured in the CDC's
Morbidity and Mortality Weelcly
Report.
The issue also will top the agenda
of a 2-day meeting of scientific counselors to update the CDC's draft plan
for dealing with the growing threat of
infectious ailments.
"The incidences of many diseases
widely presumed to be under control,
such as cholera, malaria and tubercu-

,

new problems Missouri DNR contributes to UMR solar car team
losis , have increased in many areas,"
the CDC says, with efforts at control
or prevention undermined by drug reNews Services
SOURCE

sistance.

In its report on the hamburger meat
contaminated by the Escherichia coli
bacteria, the CDC said the meat from
one restaurant chain sickened more
than 600 people and killed 4 in Washington, Idaho, California and Nevada.
Infection with this bacteria often is
not recognized because labs do not
routinely test for it and doctors are
"unaware of the spectrum of illnesses
associated with infection." Since
1982, when E coli was frrst identified
as a cause of illness, it has emerged as
a key causes of both bloody diarrhea
and acute kidney failure in children.
The CDC cites more cases of malaria in the US in 1992 than any year
since 1960s, and the fITSt cholera epidemic in this century in Latin America.
In addition, "We are seeing much
more antibiotic resistance (by disease)
than we have in the past," Dr Ruth
Berkleman of the CDC says. Even
common ear infections in children are
becoming resistant to antibiotic treatment.
"Despite predictions earlier this
century that infectious diseases would
be eliminated as public health problem, they remain the major cause of
death worldwide and a leading cause
of illness and death in the US," the
CDC says .

ROLLA, Mo. - The Missouri
Department of Natural Resources"
Division of Energy has given $2,000 to
the University of Missouri-Roll a Solar
Car Team.
The team's solar-powered vehicle,
called Sol Survivor, will compete in
Sunrayce '93, a six-day race from
Dallas to Minneapolis that begins June
20. The car will also run in the World
Solar Challenge in Australia in November.

The DNR's contribution bring to
18 the number of corporate and academic or agency sponsors for the team.
Other contributors are:
-$10,000 or more: WilTel, a
Thlll-based telecommunications
company.
-$5,000 to $\0,000: The UMR
School of Engineering, Missouri Public Service of Kansas City. Mo., Elkem
Metals of Pittsburgh, Pa., Ryder Truck
Rental of Mjami. Fla., and AutoDesk
Inc. of Sausalito. Calif.

tection Agency, Exxon Corp. of hYing. Texas. Eagle-Picher Industries of
Cincinnati. Procter & Gamble of ldncinnati Motorola Inc. of Schaumburg,
l!L Unique Mobility of Golden Colo.,
E.I. Du Pont of Wilmington Del., and
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers chapters in Rolla and
St. Louis.
Sponsors of Sunrayce '93 include
the U.S. Department of Energy, the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, the Midwest Re

search Institute of Kansas Cjty Mo ..
-$I,ooto$5,ooO:TheUMRStu- General Motors, Chevrolet, Elecdent Council, the U.S. Department of Ironic Data Systems and the Society of
Energy, the U.S. Environmental Pro- Automotive Engineers.

TaM
total quality management, or TQM,
can help to solve these problems. One
ofhis main points of emphasis was the
fact that roughly half of the nations
engineering students don't graduate.
"I think there is a higher calling for
us ... than to weed them out," he said.
The speech stressed three important aspects of TQM: constancy of
purpose, focusing on customer needs,
and always striving for continued improvement. As Dean of Engineering
at Georgia Tech, Dr. White had a
unique opportunity to test the usefulness ofthese guidelines, which he took
full advantage of. His frrst priority
was the business side of the department, where the faculty i~ the essential
customer. His goal was to focus on the
needs of his customers, and eliminate
any obstacles that might stand in the

w

from page 1

DR. White speaks on TQM.
way of the teacher's effectiveness.
This involved measures from decreasing class size to reducing registration

mistakes.
These guidelines were also applied
to the education role of the department, where the customer is the student. Dr. White attempted to design
a curriculum to meet his students
needs, and avoid traditional "cookie
cutter" approaches . He also attempted
to find the reasons behind student failures , with the goal of being able to
prevent them in the future . Promising
results, such as a very low rate of
dropouts, have already started to
show ,despite the program only having
existed for a short time.
It could be said thatthe main theme
of Dr. White's speech was thateducation ~hould be a proc):ss,of cultivation,
nof of seleqion. Applying J'QM to
Academe shows a lot of promise in
achieving that goal.
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UMRopinions on campus
When asked what one improvement they would most like to make at Rolla"
these
students responded:
-- -._._ I
~~

I

....
"

er of ~.
rlectrical
engi-.

~graduate

."
Juon Ha nlen

lIrOf_

!'

"Put in a dance clUb."
•

"

Juon Han.e'rV

Elizab'eth Everett:
. ,' Sen'ior ' (..
"Get the teachers to
realize we have lots of
" . classes, not just one,."

. Theresa Hanks
. :, Freshman

Tony Houdyshell
Ser:lior
"Get rid of the red tape
and beaurocracy_"

~rosp~ceengi.

juon Hansen

I

SeniQr
"Parking _"

,!

Was~erman

rteam

to lecture for physips

.,-.J"'. -,<... "" iI

STucb elects new officers for 1993-94

on Corp. of !!Y.
~er Indus!ries of
: Gamble of Qn.
.of Schaumburg,
ofGolden. Colo"
in!l2n.lhl, and
:!rica! and Elee·
,tersinB2ll.!and

lyce '93 include
of Energy, the
al Protection
Renewable En·
'.!idwestRe
~,

evrolet, Elee·

PhysiC;S Dept.
SOURCE

athe Societyof

-

om page 1

-

~ea!soapplied
of the depaJ1'
ner is the stu·
pted to design
his studen~
banal "cookie
also atteJl1pled
ld student fai!'
being able 10
reoProJl1~ing
~ loW rale of
ly slarted . 10
!lfl onl yh av 1!1g

•

This Thursday. April 29, Prof. Ira
Wasserman (from the Astronomy
Departtnent of Cornell University)
will be the Harlow Shapley Visiting
Lecturer in the Physics departtnent at
the University of Missouri-Rolla. He
will give a free, NON-TECHNICAL
public lecture on "Modern theories of
the Universe" The American Astronomical Society sponsors a series of
lectures across the country in honor of
Shapley, a native son of Missouri.
UMR's Physics department is cosponsor of Prof. Wasserman's talk.
Harlow Shapley was one of the
foremost astronomers of the twentieth
century. He was born on November 2,
1885, in the small Missouri town of
Nashville (just north of Joplin, with a
current population of 1(0). Shapely
was fond of recounting the tale of gow
h~ 'caine to eilier the tleid 01 '\ , t1''on.}~. ,"'"

J'

• I

.

r'

omy. Having graduated from high
school , he had worked as a newspaper
reporter. He then decided to enter the
new School of Journalism at the Mis- The newly elected Student Council officers for the
souri University in Columbia. When
he arrived in Columbia, he discovered
President Steltenpohl served as
that the opening of the School had been
Student Council Treasurer for the past
delayed another year. Shapely then
year and was previously a StuCo Repcontinues the story: So there / was, all
STUCO
resentative. He will be a junior in
dressed up for a university education
SOURCE
Mining Engineering and is a member
and nowhere to go. "/'/1 show them"
of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity.
must have been my feeling . I opened
Andrew Sears served as chairman
the catalog of courses and got a furof the University Relations Committher humiliation. The veryfirst course
tee for the past year, resolving student
offered was a-r-c-h-a-e-o-l-o-g-y, and
Officer elections were held at the issues and complaints. He received
I couldn't pronounce it! / tourned over
a page and saw a-s-t-r-o-n-o-m-y; I April 13th StuCo Meeting for the both the Student Council Chairman of
could pronounce that -- and here I am! 1993-1994 school year. Congratula- the Year Award and the StudentCouncil Member of the Year Award for
From then on, things went swimmingly tions are in order for the following:
1992-1993. Sears is studying Electri-- I had found my field. Shapely recal Engineering and will be a junior
President
Ben Steltenpohl
cieved his bachelor's degree from
thisfalI . Heis amember of SigmaChi
Vice-President
Missouri University in 1910. He then
Fraternity.
of Ex ternal
Andrew Sears
went on to Princeton University for
Clay Cooper has been both a StuAffairs
graduate work.
dent Council Representative and the
Vice-President
In 1914, Shapely was appointed to
Chairman of the Governmental Relaof Internal
Clayton Cooper
the staff of the new Mount Wilson
tions Committee. As Governmental
Affairs
Relations- Chair, he dealt w-ith,,~s u es
~ee Physics, p,, ;:: 16
Eric Hirsch .
Treasurer
• r!f
'
; :;:J
- ... .}..
1.1
concerning off campus students arid
Recorde-r
Stacy Doing
~,,)

I,

" HI

.~.

;

.:

I

"1.

_

'.

1993 -1994 sctio ~.I · year.
kept Student Council up-t~'-date with
the proceedings of the Rolla City
Council. Cooper will be a junior,
studying Mechanical Engineering.
Eric Hirsch has also served StuCo
in the capacity of both a Committee
Chairman and as a Representative. As
Campus Organizations Chair, Eric
handled the distribution of funds to
various campus organizations for the
fall and spring semesters. Eric will be
a sophomore and plans to major in
Electrical Engineering.
Recorde r Stacy Doing has been a
Representative on Student Council
and was the Secretary of StuCo' s Introductory Council last Fall. She is a
member of Kappa Delta Sorority and
will be a senior in Geological Engineering.
Congratulations and good luck to
the.. 199:h~9~.'Sfude~iCouncil Officers.
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AID
awa rdee .

ered as

film technology as applied by business.

dents' financial means and they arc desperately

The: Eager Scholarship is a minimum 2 ,50Q·word

seeking alternative sources of monetary aid.

Please send s ix complele sets eac h of (I )

essa y conlest with a S5,000 prize . The ess ay topic ,

Unden;tanding the importance of a co llege educa-

applicati on/no minati on, (2) suppo rt in g docu-

chosen each year on an aspect of the field of

tion , Orville and Gary Redenbacher established

ments , and (3) publications , to the Fo undation.

infonnalion and image management, requires

the Orville Redenb ache r's Second Sta rt Scho lar-

For any further info rmation, contact :

sig nificant commitment on the part

II

single entry. !Q\'estigativc articles are

parti cularly encouraged. There are no restri ctions

Ai d Office. G·l PIHker Ha ll .

APPlI C,\TION D£ADLfNE: April 30. 1993_

as to scope, co ntent or length.

1993-94 NEE!) ANALYSIS FORM NOW
Accompanying mate ria l in support of entries is

A VAJLABLE
The Admissions/Student Financilli A id Offi ce

student

ship Program . present ly in its fo urth year, to pro -

(Sally Pmkash)

not required. but eOlrnnts are enco uraged to sub-

lO research and write. A minimum grade PO;"'1.1

vide financial assistance to adults over the age of

"Shamsher Prakas h Foundation"

mit a cover letter explaining lhe context of the

wishes to infonn students that the 19YJ ·94 aca-

8\'c:rage of 3.0 is requi~d. and there are some

30. Since financi al aid for these o lder students is

Anand Kutir

su bmitted story, along with a brief biographical

demic year need analys is fonn (Free Applil:ation

Oflhl!

limitations in the range of a college major. Other-

extremely limited, the Orville Redenbacher's

1111 Duane Avenue

note about the author. Elaborate presentations are

for Federa l Student A id) is now ava ilable to re-

wise, the contest is open tofull-time students, from

Second Start Scho larhip Program will awa rd 30

Rolla . Mo 65401

cei\'e and comp lete. The need analysis form llliW

high school seniors to college. The SCholarship

S I ,000 scholarships fo r the 1993-94 schoo l year.

USA

neither required nor desired. Entries will not be
returned.

recipient is honored at the Annual AIIM Banquet.

With a finn belief that it's never to late to get a

For more infonnntion on the John P. Eager Schol-

"second start" in life, the second Start Program has

arship. contact Maureen Heffernan , Manger,

helped 45 adults achieve their goa ls since 1990.

Ju dges reser\'e the right to authenticate, accept or
disa ll ow entries at thei r discreti on. The dec ision

·40 years and younger.

of the judges is final. All entries must include the

Olapter Relations at AlIM headqua rters, 1100

Designated to help adults with a true entrepre-

Wyne Avenue, Suite 1100, Silve r Spring, Mary-

neu ri al spirit make a second sta rt in life, applica-

STONE AWA RD FOR STUDENT JOUR-

land 20910. 301/587-8208 FAX 301/587-27 11.

tions for the O rvi lle Redenbacher's Second Start

NALISM

THE

FOURTHE

ANNUAL

NATIONII_F_

NATION/STONE AWARD. C/O THE NATION

BOARP EDUCATIONAL BJNI)

Orville Redenbacher's Second Start Scholarshil

recognizes excellence in student journalism. En-

INSTIT UTE .

The MCIB Educational Fund was establ ished to

Program, P.O. Box 39 101, Chicago, Illinois

tries should exhibit the uniquely independent

NEWYOURK.NY 10011

provide fmancial assistance to college engineer-

60639.

journalistic tradition of I.E Stone.

ing students pursing a B.S. or higher degree that
includes concrete and concrete design courses as

SHARMSHER
AWARD

PRAKAS H

RESEARCH

progressive politics, investigative zeal and a compulsion to tell the truth with a commitment to

shou ld be taken of the residency requirements as

Shamsher Prakash Foundation announces th e

human rights and the exposure of injustice. As

shown on the application. The fund will grant one

1992 "S.P. RESERACH AWARD" for young'

Washington editor of The Nation magazine and

S2 ,OOOschoiarship this fall. Application available

scientists and research workers from all over the

fo under of the legendary 1. F. Stone's Weekly. he

at the Student Fmancial Aid Office.

world. Applicationslnominations are solicited so

specialized in publishing infonnation ignored by

Application deadline· April 30 1993

as to reach the HonoraI)' Secretary on o r before

the mainstream media (which he often found in

i un<30. 1993.

The Congressional Record and other public docu·

1993-95 SECOND START SCHOLARSHIP

The appli cant shou ld be a speciali st in Ge-

(ORVILLE REDENBACHER'S SCHOLAR-

otechnical

SHIP)

Earthquake Engineering. It is particularl y neces-

ments overlooked by the big-circulation dailies).

• enrolled or planning to enroll in a degree pro-

the awardee. The application/nomination may be

lished in student publications are preferred, all

made on a plain paper and the following informa-

articl~s

tion must be included:

written as part of a student's regular course work.

ORVILLE REDENBACHER 'S HEI Ps STU-

3. Date of birth

DENTS GET A "SECOND START'

4. Chrono logy of ed ucation

CALL (212) 463-9270

in the Cashier's Office. basement of Parker Hall .

A Project of The Nat ion Institute

If you are a "Bright Aight ' recipient. please go to
the Cashier's office.

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS REEN-

faculty members. While entries originally pub-

will be considered provided they were not

The Oliv Lynne Salembier Scholarship will be

NAACP for a full -time African-American student

• Be a woman who has been out ofthc engineering

entering or currently attending the Uni\'ersity of

• Demonstrated fmancial need

• Be a U.S . citizen

• U.S. Citizen
• Sound moral character
• Admiited to or attending UMR during the period
of grant allowance

prior to May 1, 1993.

• Minimun acadmic c riteria:
High school - UMR admissions standards

THE URBAN LEAGUE OF METROPOLI-

Current UMR students -2.0 Scm. & Cum.

of student journalism in the tradition of I.F. Stone

TAN

GPA

will be published in a fall issue of The Nation. The

NDBOOK

LOUIS

SCHOLARSHIP

HA

Nation reserves the right to edit the winning article

Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall .

7. Complete list of refereed publications in

to confonn to the space limitations of the maga-

can boy orgiri straight out of high school. Record

journals. (Please enclose at least 5 significant

zine. Announcement of the winning article will be

same ambition to leam and to achie\'e a better life

ents jf any.

for themsel\'es and their families. The U.S. Dc-

9. A statement of500 words of the significant

partment of Education projects that in the year

cont ributions in the past five years and potential of

1997 nearly 15 million students will be enrolled in
college and approximately a third of the those
students will be adults over the age of30.

made in The Nat ion in the fan of 1993.

8. Statement of processes developed and pat·

future contributions (on a sep arate sheet).
10. Any othe r relevant infonnation .
All applicat ions and nominations wi ll be re-

As more adults return to the college class-

viewed by a Judging Committee of International

room and current economic constraints continue,

Experts and the award will be announced by Sep-

SOCIETY OF FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERS GREATER ST_ LOUIS CHAPTER
OFFERS S500 SCHOLARSHIP

Deadllnd:

All entries must be postmarked by

June 29, 1993.

Pmooa

Loscl<

DRIVE

Being in good academic standing

4ll()~

• Member of Rolla Area (Phelps Count y) NAACP
Branch (if cumnt student)
The grant will be administered in 2 instalh:nents of

Wcnecd

$250: the first installment will be available at Fall

Webt\·c

registration; the second instalment will be avail-

inncitin

abl e at Winter registration.

Contingent upon

BASIC CRITERIA;

maintenance of a2.0 semester and CUM. GPA.

• The individual must orig inate f~m S1. Lo uis. or

The grant will be awarded on the basis of; fi·

intend to relocate to the St. Louis area.

I Bbup

Calls..

Application Deadline: Must be post marked

longer is the average college student an all-Ameri-

publications.)

IJBLI

2KmWl

Applications available in the Student Fmancial

winner will receive a cash award of SI000. The

life are silting in classrooms together with the

!'orS.k

Aid Office. G-I Parker Hall. Rolla. MO 6540t

ST_

JiJlOtti

341·841

school yea r of the award presenta ~~~

6. Area of specia lization

numbersofpeopleofallagesandfromall walks of

''THE YES I CAN" GRANTjs • S500 gront

Eligibility:

classroom and the result will be surprising. No

5. Chronology of jobs held

8:15 am to 3: 15 pm.

funded by the Rolla Area (Phelps County)

awarded for the academic school year.

is a\'8 ilable for students to review in the Student

Take a look around any college campus and

Book"
341-80:

TRY SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

The Prize: The article that, in the opinion of the
judges, represents the most outstanding example

BI"do
5uiLClSt

Cashier's hours are from

• African-American

gram at an accredited college or university

number

Winter93 "Bright Aight checks are now a\'ailable

• Be in a posi tion·to accept the scholarship in the

nominated by eciitors of student publications or

Rs 30,000 app.) payable in the local cu rrency of

May 1, 1993

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. PLEAS E

Elegibi lity requirements:

• age 30 or older

2. Complete postal address and telephonelfu

FLIGHT)

ited engineering school.

ate students enrolled in a U.S. college. Articles

• all applications must be postmarked by

(BRIGHT

MO-Rolla with at least one year of college mnain·

may be submitted by the writers th ems elves or

1. Name of the candidate

ACADEMIC

SCHOLARSHIPS CHECKS ARE HERE! The

ing.

contributions and show promise of excell ence.

• pursuing parHime or full-time studies on an

WINTER 93 MISSOURI HIGHER EDUCATION

• Be accepted for enrollment in an ABET accred-

sary that candidates have significant independent

undergraduate o r graduate level

A VE NUE.

job market for a minimwn of 2 years.

qualified adults for the 1993-94 schoo l year.

The amount of the award is US S1001 (Indian

FIFTH

ElIglbllty: The contest is open to all undergraqu-

Engineering . and/or Geotechnical

Thirty SI000 scholarships will be distributed to

Eligibility criteria:

72

A self-de -

sc ribed "Jefferson ian Marxist," Stone combined

an integral part of their degree program. Note

Loans, Federal Stafford Loan (subsidized and

All ENTRIES SHOULD BE SENT TO:
Purpose: The Nation Institute/l .F. Stone Award

CONCRETE INDUSTRY

Grant. Missouri State Grant (for Missouri resi·
dents only), Federal Perkins Loan, University

unsubsidized) the Federal PLUSjSLS Loan. and

May 1, 1993. To receive an application write to

TIlE

be completed to determine a students eligibility
for the Federa l Pell Grant, Federal Supplemental

the Federal College Work Study Program.

Program will be accepted from March I through

MlD-WEST

wri te r's schoo l, home ' address and telephone
number.

I

nancial need, academic potential, and se rvice to

lHEN A

school, church , and commun ity

Entry Rules:

• The individual must be a full time student

All entries must have been written or published

• 60 hours acc redited engineering program man-

Application Deadline is AprJl30, 1993 and deci-

between June 30, 1992, and June 29. 1993. Tear

datory (this include those who are pursu ing an

sion will be made by May 15,1993.

sheets o r photocopies are acceptable.

advanced degree)

Applications fonns are a\'ailable from:

• Financial need, past academic achie\' ements,

Rolla Area (Phelps County) NAACP Branch

and community involvement will also be consid·

P.O. BOA 1534

adults are fmding it difficult to juggle family,

tember 30, 1993. Suitab le arrangements will be

Each writer. editor of a student publica tio n or

work and school. Unfortunately, college tuition

made for making the award at an appropri ate

faculty member may submit up to three separat e

ered in the scholarship selection process.

Rolla. MO 65401

costs have escalated beyond most of these stu-

ceremony in the country of res idence of th e

entries. A series of related articles will be consid-

Applicat ions a\'ailable in the Student Fmancial

314-341-2677 (h) or 3 14-341 -4771

I d",YI

Dr..nin

lookin

s.",.. ..

\\1tile~

Beu.-...

IlIy~k

..... 010

Physics
ObseIVatory in California, and began
rus epoch-making studies of color and
magnitudes of stars in globular clusters (compact spherical groupings of
about 100.000 stars)_ Sharpley was
able to show that our sun is located
near the outer rim of our Milky Way
Galaxy, about 30,000 light years from
the
- ·«enter.-_., , .f\llJl)~f.Il:IQI~,
Shapely's research opened up new

-......--.

from page 15
vistas in our understanding of natures
of galaxies and their distances in the
cosmos.
Not only was Harlow Shapely a
great astronomer. he became an important figure on the national and
international scene_ He was President
of the American Astronomi\,.a lt ~\>8 i 
ety , and was exceedingly active in the

arfairs of the International Astronomical Union _
While he is here, Prof. Wasserman
will chat informally with students
before giving rus public lecture on
Thursday _ This lecture will be at 4 :00
p.m. in room 104 of the Physics Building ion the UMR campus_ All are
welcome_ Refreshments will be avali " 001,1(• .j ' ( ,- ' : •. ,~
able at 3:40 p.m_

Civil
cruef executive officer of Explorer
Pipe Line Coo. joined the Williams
Companies as president of Williams
Pipe Line Company in 1975_ He retired as president of The Williams
Companies in 1992_
The Williams Companies is made
up of WilTel ,W illiams Western
Group. Williams Natural Gas Coo.
Williams Energy Co. and Williams

from page 1

'!ltotif

Pine Line Co_ the company operates
more than 25,000 miles of petroleum
and natural-gas pipelines as well as a
nationwide fiber-optic telecommunications network_
Jones has supported the UMR civil
engineering department by participating in Project 2000, a development
program designed to prepare the development for the 21 st century_

AUlbl"

SlipmY

Attd>be

"liten"w

28, 1993

--:::.....
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Campus Gossip·

----..-...

ci.l Aid Office

~'I99J·94.".

FrtcAPPhCllion

Personals

Miscellaneous
MOVING SALE

Her sta re pierces my heart

MUST SALE BEFORE MAY 17TI1

The look ofa million looks

udenlStlilibility

alSUppltmenltl

r Mil.souri rtsi.

l~LS Lo"''''d

-

I'n>,,,,,,.

R. H.A .
Stevelang :

Remote and Cable Ready

If I share myself with her

yesterday ... and James is worried???

Not faell ouy

How did that limerick go? 'There once was a

Brand new condition

And her with I
I could safely say

Asking S225-Ml\ke Offer

Cnig

[ could never die
The love [ feel

Boston Accoustic 2-Way
Book-Shelve'S Speakers

Unknown to me

Handles 40 Watts

Is greater than ever felt

Asking SI25-Make Offer

Only if

Blender, Pots and Pans

.0fM«Ihil.

Suitcase, Rice Cooker

SSOO 11'11\\

illelp! Co,ony)

.mmctnSlooent

lcUni\'crsityof

A single drop could fa ll
From a mountain top

Mr. Man

lwillbtl,·ti/·

The mountain 's center would cnck
And no one would feel it

.,;""" up"

Does anyone care about an

Age-Juty 1992

Inactive volcano

That's what I'm thinking .

S250 Finn

Eltcept the nature that lives upon?

Futon Asking S130

May be the one to erupt the hardest

341-841-7

Spilling iLs blood out 'till none

Take heed to the silent mOW\(Ain

21BL 12 Inch subwoofen; S150

A crying \'otcano may live inside

Tim Piper-

Leave my woman alone

David Koresh is alive and well in the boiler

Dirk .

room ofTJ Hal l. At least that's what he told me.

Practice starts August U at 3:30.
Vick :

You need to shave.

Hi there!

Jeff-

"Put your head back down there, Pat"

I do like you but•...

-Clave

a ll.ocellor is just so dam n persuasive isn't he?

MDN

-Mr. Minutes

Reality is just a first-order approximation to

Tom,

Nl rri D. MaMa. Pat-

We han presereened families to suit you. live

Maybe we can save enough money to

You must look at your anout

in exciting New York. City suburbs. We are

buy you a complete pair of shoes

Are we studyin, tonight?

Demp

the situation,

Call
Craig ' 5 Compassion Cleaning.

To those people who fill these colwnns-

'That if I would rathe r be at ''then'' instead of

All I hl\'Cto do is shut my eyes,
And when I reopen my eyes of new perspection

Now that I have security clean.nce, we can

omm uni ·
Time Rider

Greg :

I'm at the doo r and I thi nk you hear me

All right, you' re not that bad al ping.pong ...

knockin' I

E.L.
o,ancellor.

you want to comment, do it in person not in

I don' t know, lemme as k Tony

Lisa ,
My love is like a red, mI, rose .. .lt '5 dying you

Kmli ,

need to water it.

Our plan is proceeding just perfectly. No one

-IO\'e Mr. ZZ in Z

Suzy:
You know, you never l ave me th at dollar you

Pillow.

everyone to know about it? Think about it. If

print.

will be "now"

infiltnte the tenth sub-basement of ERl.

Julie,

Remember he always leaves fl owers on the

Is your personal life so important that you want

"now"

Slip my bnin into neutnl

Randy:

good career move after TJHA Prez.

MDN

your sheet stick to the bed ?

And doing 50 I sometimes imagine

cUoleum

Can you run fo r Pope? I think. that would be a

look a mess, Is there 4ft, Dust bUMies, Does

Dirk

I tty to keep a perspective on life

.~ ..

shape •.•

Does your Room
Igno~

Kris:
Slowly but surely, the penluins are takin,

OIancel lor,

Only in Rolla do people laugh at things that

Between ""then" and "now" seems so short

' opera"s

R.L.

by Braille?

happen onl y in RoUa!

;P Bronch

beautiful.

How about Human Anatomy

James,

meet you ...

You two are kind and sweet and wonderful and

-love

Between "then" and "now" seem so lreat

Betsy:
My parents are coming down. and they want to

Kay and Sabrina
Kendn-

While the experienced notion of time

mathematics

-MEIGI

-893

sic

Snees :
Hey. beautifull Great job on evC'1')1hina this
year. TlHA won 't be the SAme without you.

"Th.inkina: of t.akin, lome time off from school?

network.I-800-222-lCTRA"
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The blonde in class
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Men's Track
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Dolby SUm>und Sound

established since 1984 and ha\'e a stron, support

sometime, will ya?

We challenge you to a game of basketball on

House on fire, house on fire, put it out.
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We need MOTIlER'S HELPERS/NANNIES.
insll1!meolSof

Women' s Miner BasketbaJ l Team,

thursday, April 29 at 4:00pm in th e Multi.
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Lees:
Congrats on your new house. Invite me ov er

Hubbard-

Take ca .. of the rock. PlEASE
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Gary.
The Fox did it, Huh Huhl

Fun, isn't it?
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The Bible is simply a compilation uf d'ifferent authors
mans all come into being. One of the
fIrst things that God does aftercreating
the fIrst man. Adam. is put a s tipulation on this paradise he has createdon
earth. " You may freely eat of every
tree of the garden ; but of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil you shall
not eat. for in the day that you eat of it
you shall die." (Gen 2.16- 17). In this
statement God is really specifIc when
heis talking to Adam. he says that "in"
the day that you eat the fruit you will
die. Adam knew what eat and die
meant. So. Adam eats the fruit and
instead of dying he becomes ashamed
that he is naked. God comes down and
walks in the garden shortly after the
first two humans have created the first
sin.
Through specific dialogue God
chastises both Adam and Eve and tells
them that they are going to be cast out
of the garden. In this series of events
God shows the human characteristics
of anger and pity. God told Adam that
he would die if he ate the fruit. but
when he ate the fruit God didn' t kill .
him he just became quite angry 'and rationed out ·p unishments.
We see God get angry and then
react. A similar reaction happens in
the story of Cain and Able. Cain kills
Able and then lies to God about it. God
becomes angry and then sends Cain
out away from his parents. where he
starts a city named after his fIrst son.
The author has made a mistake here.
because the only people listed as being
on the earth at this time were Adam .

E.T. Clavin
Staff Writer

Writing about the bible without
considering the religious aspects is
kind of hard. There are so many different religions in the world. !lIld everybody has there own interpretation of
which one. if any. is correct.
The easies.t way to get by this is to
just think of the bible as what it is. an
ancient piece of writing. .The literature that we look at in a nineteenth
century survey class has·the same elements as the bible; plot. character 'development. atmosphere. etc ... But. instead of the bible being a compiled
work of one author. it seems to be more
of an anthology of ancienfliterature.
One thing that interests me in the
things that I have read is the character
of God. Obviously in the bible (the
NRSV is what I will be using here)
God plays an important partin the over
all effect of it. God brings about humankind in his own image--referring
to actions. relationship. and nature.
not in physical appearance (Gen 1.26) .
Taking this idea of humans being
created to act like God. this article will
look at some of the human actions that
God takes in the books of Genesis.
Exodus . Numbers. and I Samuel.
The bible opens up with God speaking out loud and making the world
come together. By speaking words;
animals. trees. the heavens. and hu-

Eve. Cain. and Able . Able was just
killed and Cain was sent away. The
author just goes straight into "Cain
knew his wife. and she conceived and
bore Enoch." (Gen 4.17). There is no
m~ntion of where his wife came from.
I guess it had to be a sister but ihe
narrative doesn ' t say anything about
Eve: ' having a daughter before ' Cain '
weni away.
By Genesis 6.6-7 we see God showing the human traitoffeeling sorry . He
is sorry for ever creating humankind
and decides that "[He] will blot out
from the earth the human beings ."
God is angry that the world has become evil and wicked. But. instead of
ju; t getting rid of humans once a.... d for
all. he decides to save Noah and his
family . and them goes into a very detailed and lengthy speech where he
tells Noah exactly how to build the ark.
and what to put in it. In these early
chapters of Genesis we have seen God
get angry. feel sorry. and change his
mind.
At the beginning of Exodus . God
comes down in the form of a bush and
talks to Moses . giving him a detailed
description of how to deliver the
people from Egypt. This description
of how to go about doing something is
similar to the one where God tells
Noah about the Ark. The cause for
God to come down from above is the '
feeling of pity. "I have observed the
misery of my people who are in Egypt;
I have heard their cry on account of
their taskmasters ... .! have come down

to deliverthem from the Egyptians ... "
(EX 3.7-8).
God hears the cry of his people and
feels sorri forthem so he wants to help
them : He is disgusted with the state
he charges Moses
that they are in:
with getting them out. which in tum.
Mos~s does. The people are happy for
a little while. but after wondering
around in the wilderness they start to
complain. God becomes angry with
them., 'a nd the ultimate result is that
only one ·person. from the original
enslaved Hebrews. gets to go inte) the
promisea land. Not even Moses gets to
go into the land because he made God
angry by n~t (ollowing God's precise
instructions.
In one insiance .God lets Moses and
Aaron know thill "you [the israelites]
shall know my displeasure." (Num
14'.34) . . Because the Israelites have
made God mad by complaining . he is
gomg to renege on his promise to let
them go into the land. Again here God
changes his mind. The character of
God does not seem to be consistent
with what the reader learns about him
in the very ftrst chapter of _Genesis.
When the bible opens up God is speaking incredible. and detailed things into
being. but by the time of Moses. the
people God had picked to be his special people are .enslaved by Egypt and
when they do get freed they complain.
It seems like the character of God
should have been able to get everything right the ftrst time.
God again shows his reoccurring

and

feeling of regret when we get tl;' the
story of Saul. "The word of the lord
came to Samuel: ' I regret that I made
Saul King. for he has turned back from
following me ... .. · (I Sam 15.10). In
this 'instance. God doesn't personally
appear to Samuel. he 'just sends a
mess~ge.
But, he is ag~in feeling
sorry for something he has done. First
it was creating humankind. now it is
annoiting this man to be king. This
character of God again messes up by
picking the wrong person to be king of
Israel.
Another human emotion that God
displays is that of remembering. In
Gen 30.22 God remembers Rachel
and opens her womb. This is one of
the more interesting feelings God is
described has having. The way the
bible opens up. the reader is lead to
believe that God is omnipresent, all
powerful. but as we continue 'through
the book we ftnd God rememberingdid he forget? I doubt that the original
author meant it in a way that implied
God had forgotten. but regardless. he
wa~ showing this human characteristic.
In the instances I have noted. God
has shown very human like actions and
emotions. He gets angry, and because
of his anger he makes 'things happen to
punish those that made him angry.
God makes mistakes and changes his '
mind.
The human character and the character of God are quite similar when it
comes to reactions and feelings .
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Four UM-Rolla
t udents
recieve Sigma Xi
0 u t s tan din 9
Research Award

Tired of studying? Check out Rolla's live music s
Captain Goatee
StatTWriter

Well kids, it's getting to be that
time of the semester. Preregistration
will be done by the time you read this,
and "dead" week and fmals will be
imminent. The G·ster is just sitting
here at his desk eating yummy Strawberry PEZ from the Incredible Hulk
and contemplating 20 page papers, lab
write-ups, fmals, and suicide.
But come to think of it, my life is
pretty grand compared to the rest of
this world. The second round of the
Rodney King trial didn't cause riots,
but people blew themselves up in
Texas and rape and genocide occur in
Serbia as we speak. Krist Novoselic
ofNirvana has toured the warzone, and
I encourage you to read his account in
Spin magazine. There is much pain in
the world, but there are so many good
things also. Take a second to hug a
friend, teach peace, and love your
neighbor. Getting something done in
this world is YOUR re~ponsibility.
Make an impact in your own world Think Globally, Act Locally.
Enough of my soapbox. This
week the Captain reviews th!;, ~Ibums
of four groups who will be playing in
the area. The Urge will bring their
punk-ska-funk sound to the New Beat
from St. Louis. Robert Shannon Meitus and the Dorkestra will tear up the
Blue Heron with progressive folk.
Chic~go rockers, the Lilacs, will be
out at the New Beat with Rolla's own
Stale Fish. (A note to all the Stale Fish
fans out there. Doug tells me they have
a single being pressed as we speak!)
And the Gin Blossoms will be playing
in Columbia.

Album Review

Chili Peppers, Bob Marley, and Black
Flag mixed into one. The band has a
rhythm section they call "The Fat
Babies" along with "The Fabulous Industrial Success Story Horns."
Fat Babies in the Mix was recorded live at Mississippi Nights in
January. It is a collection of greatest
hits from The Urge's past 3 albums
plus 4 new tracks. I haven't seen them
live before, but friends tell me The
Urge is excellent. As live albums go,
this one's good. The sonics are clear,
the energy is really there, and those
songs don't sound wimpy.
The Urge is one of those bands
that has its roots based in live performance. The songs are raw but tight. I,m
always happy when bands that playa
lot of live shows put out top quality
live recordings (like Spin Doctors).
That's where the real music is. I don't
know what The Urge's studio albums
sound like, but their new live album,
Fat Babies in the Mix has me in a
frenzy.
(If you can't find their album
write to:
Phil Dunscombe
c/o Pagan Music Agency
P.O. Box 13282
St. Louis, MO 63157

Album Review
."''"l~

(Robert Shannon Meitus
and) the DORKESTRA
100 Flowers
Scratch Records (1990)
9 goatees
Sideways South
Scratch Records (1992)
10 goatees
Performing Friday, April 30 at
The Blue Heron Rookery in Rolla. For
information or reservation call 762-

The Urge

BIRD

Fat Babies in the Mix - Live
Pagan Music (1993)
8 goatees

The Dorkestra features Robert
Shannon Meitus (vocals, guitars) at
the helm with Jeff Farias (upright bass,
vocals), Jon Nilsen (mandoJm, lead
guitar), and Karl Meyer (fiddle, vocals) right beside and Peter Conway
helping out with harmonica. Extra
album help comes from folks tress
Carrie Newcomer who played an excellent show here a month back and
John Mellencamp's fiddler Lisa Germano.
The music of the Dorkestra is
beautifuL The mix of instruments fits
together in perfect harmony. Each
instrument comes in and out of the
woodwork to produce a flowing and
rolling sound that is a musical massage. The use of a fiddle and an upright
bass allows for a connected , c. ';,'d that
holds the jangh; t<?gether.
Lyrically, mosi 'of DorkeSiCa' s

Performing Thursday, April 29 at
the New Beat in Rolla. For more information call 341-JAMS
I admit it. I've never seen The
Urge live or heard one of their albums
until last week. Now, I know it's not
normal to make a confessional in a
review, but after hearing this album, I
feel like I have sinned. These boys tear
it up. I think my penance will be to go
to see them Thursday.
St. Louis' The Urge plays a rip
roaring, slarn jarn , make you sweat, g9
crazy mix of ska, funk, and punk which
won't let your bootey sit stilL Their
sound is something like Jarnes Brown,
Living Colour, Beatsie Boys. Red Hot

music is political in a non-threatening
way. The lyrics focus on world peace,
televangelists, racism, and the homeless. Don't worry, they aren't full of
P.C. BS or self-righteous liberals .
Theseguysjustsing ithow they see it.
A lot of times "political" groups just
get heavy and boring, but the messages
and ideas in the Dorkestra' s music are
presented as "this is whatl feel" rather
that hell and brimstone and ''I'm right,
you're wrong ."
The Dorkestra sound is fresh, and
I really can't fmd any comparison.
They feature a progressive folk sound
without the direct influence of country, bluegrass, cajun, or celtic (except
for "Molly"). I've been promised that
the band really lets loose live, and I
can't wait for the Dorkestra April
30th at the Blue Heron Rookery.
Dorkestra mailing list:
P.O. Box 30323
Indianapolis, IN 46230

Album Review
Gin Blossoms
New Miserable Experience
A&M records (1992)
7 goatees
Performing Friday, April 30
acoustic on the Mizzou campus and at
The Blue Note in Columbia.
Gin Blossoms hail from Tempe,
Arizona with a modem rock country
type sound that is pretty much like all
the others out there. It may not be a
new concept, but they do it up right.
Nice vocals with pretty good harmonies, guitars with catchy hooks, and, as
the title hits, not so happy songs about
life.
It's a mix that many have put
together and I really like. Gin Blossoms stand a little out from the crowd
of their peers. The first single, " Hey
Jealousy", is one of those classic tunes
that is just made for the radio. It has a
great sing-a-Iong chorus. "Found out
about you" and "Cheatin '" are also
good songs.
Sometimes the band sounds like
other groups you may have heard.
"Cajun Song" features a guest appearance by c.J. Chenier and it ends up
sounding like the Smithereens with a
Cajun twist. "Allison Road" sounds
like a Byrds song for the 90's. Lead
singer Robin Wilson sounds desperately if he's trying to make his voice
sound just like Roger McGuinn' s.
On the whole, New Miserable
- Experience by Gin Blossoms is a good
album. While not the most origin al
sound in the world, New Miserable
Experience is a solid effort and is
worth your while if you like " Hey Jealousy." You can catch Gin Blossoms in
Columbia, Friday the 30th with an on
campus acoustic set and a gig ai: the

Blue Note later that night.

Album Review
The Lilacs
The Lilacs Rise above the Filth
Widely Distributed Records (1992)
8 goatees
Performing Saturday, May I at
The New Beat in Rolla. For more information call 341-JAMS (Opening
band is Rolla's own Stale Fish).
The Lilacs are a great bunch of
guys. They stopped by KMNR this
summer before a show in Sl Louis.
We put them on the air. It took them
about 3 tries and a couple of methane
emissions to get a song out, but when
they did, the music was quite good.
They ended up hanging out all afternoon at A's place to get some food and
shower up. It was a cool summer's day
all around.
The Lilacs hail from Chicago.
My friend Keith said Ken was in his
Spanish class in high school. Big deal
I suppose, but interesting nonetheless.
The Music! About time eh?
Well, Ken Kurson writes about 3/4's
of the songs, and Dave Levinsky (see,
Chicago!) writes the other 1/4. Ken' s
songs are all founded on the solid
principles of good pop: catchy guitar
line, subtly funny lyrics, and a verseverse-chorus structure. In general, he
sings about girls, girls in dresses, exgirlfriends, roller Derby queens, and
being without a girl ("it seems like
years") .
Dave writes a little bit more serious songs. He isn't the singer in the

News Services
SOURCE

Rolla, Mo.- Four students from
the University of Missouri-Rolla have
been honored by UMR 's student chapter of Sigma Xi scientific research
society for outstanding undergraduate
research. The students received cash
awards for their research papers and
were recognized during a recent
awards banquet.
Students receiving awards are:
- Thomas Edmondson of Warrensburg, Mo., a December 1992
graduate in electrical engineering, a
$100 flrst-place award for his paper on
"Fiber Optic Fabry-Perot Sensors for
Smart Structures."
- Ed Carstens of Roll a, a senior in
electrical engineering, an $80 secondplace award for his paper on "The
Mathematics of Juggling."
- Timothy Evenson of St. Louis,
a senior in chemistry, a $60 third-place
award for his paper on "The Electrochemical Characterization of a Platinum Cyclooctadiene Complex as a
Guest Molecule in the Presence of BCyclodextrine. "
- Gregory Lea of Springfield.
Mo., a senior in metallurgical engineering, a $50 fourth-place award for
his paper on "The Development of
Electro~hemical Techniques for
Evaluating Surface Area of Treated
Copper Foil."

world, but he is a really great song- This space contributed as a public service
writer. And the strength of his songs
make it easy to overlook his vocals. If
he held back a little, it would make all
the difference in the world. When he
did a song or two acoustic this summer, his voice sounded just fme.
Style wise, the Lilacs are kind of
a rough, garage band, bastard son, version of Material Issue. They have
some tcashy kind of songs and some
sweet pop songs and some in between.
The Lilacs Rise above the Filth makes
you want to drive around town with the
windows down on the single Penelope
and the compilation Rehearsal for Retirement are tighter and more refmed,
and they show a band that's growing.
I would defmitely recommend
going to see the Lilacs, Saturday at The
New Beat. it will be the last bit of fun
you can have before dead weak.
(For information on The Lilacs,
write to:
Widely Distributed Records,
USA Ltd.
1412 W. Touhy
If what happened on your inside
Chicago, IL 60626)
happe~ed

,
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on your outside.
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
WINTER 1993
The final examination period will begin Monday, May 10, 1993, at 7:30 a.m., and
end at 5:30 p.m . , Friday, May 14, 1993 . Common finals are scheduled for those
courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for common finals will be
announced by the instructors.
The courses not covered in Sections I, II, and III are to be arranged by the
instructor in c ooperat i on with the students in that course.
I. Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening session during final
week. Evening courses are those courses beginning after 5 : 30 p.m.
II. Common Finals include ALL SECTIONS.
B Eng 50, 150
B Eng 110
B Eng 120
csci 73, 228
EE 63
EM 160
Hist 175, 176
Math 8
Math 204
Math 21,21H,22
ME 208
ME 211
ME 219
ME 240, 242
ME 280
Phys 23, 24
Pol Sci 90
III.

Regular Finals
First Weekly Class
Meeting Time

Monday
Wednesday
Friday
Friday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Friday
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday

1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:0.0
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30

Ie

Final Exam Time

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30
11:30
1 2 :30
1 :30
2:30

Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday

3:30-5:30
7 :30-9:30
1:00-3:00
10:00- 12:00
1:00-3:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
1:00-3:00

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

8:05 or 8 : 30
9:30
10:30
11 : 05 or 11:30
12:30
1 : 30 or 2 : 05

Thursday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday

10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
3:30-5:30

Flaua!
dent I
Ieffer.
gram.

thoUr

Tt

We
close [
tion.

According to the Manual of Information all requests to change the final schedule
because of conflicts or having three or more examina·tions scheduled on one day
"are to be made in the Registrar's Office at least one week before the beginning
of the final examination week" (Friday, April 30) .
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Solutions

from page 18
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President - Benjamin Steltenpohl
v.P. Internal - Clayton Cooper
v.P. External - Andrew Sears
Treasurer - Eric Hirsch
Recorder - Stacy Doing
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